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METHOD OF QOS EVALUATION OF FPGA AS A SERVICE

The subject of study in this article is the evaluation of the performance issues of cloud services implemented using FPGA technology. The goal is to improve the performance of cloud services built on top of multiple FPGA platforms known as FPGA-as-a-Service (FaaS). Task: to analyze the delays in communications between host computer and FPGA; propose the steps of development to reduce the delay and perform the evaluation of the response time for the FPGA-based accelerator depending on number of involved cards; consider the reliability aspect of such systems implemented using programmable logic. According to the tasks, the following results were obtained. The FPGA-as-a-Service where FPGA resources are provided through a set of hardware/software toolset is considered. The usage of queuing theory for cloud-based services is analyzed. The contribution of the parts of FPGA-as-a-Service to the final delay of the service is discussed. The process of modeling of work the services based on FPGA accelerator cards with use of Jackson’s network is analyzed in detail. The model of the delays of FaaS that considers the parameters of accelerator FPGA cards is offered. The formula of the total response time of the service combined based on the response of the components is obtained. The proposed steps of reduce data processing delays include increase the size of data blocks for processing in FPGA by each kernel, change the communication model with kernel from sequential to pipelined, following timing closure technique and use more FPGA accelerator cards in parallel to divide the enquiring delay. Based on the proposed model the evaluation of response time of FaaS was done. The advantage of the use of many FPGAs in parallel for same data processing task instead of implementation of requests thread for each accelerator card is shown.

Conclusions. The main contribution of this study is a step forward to the modeling of FPGA-based services that can be used for FPGA-based artificial intelligence (AI) applications. It helps to improve the performance of the system by means of reducing the delays at different stages of requests processing. Another side of this result is the reliability aspect that is based on modified manner of service operation in case of use the proposed steps of system optimization. It helps to improve the processing of requests to FaaS. The proposed method is the next step after prototyping of such systems because it helps to turn the FaaS from the object for development to the tool for deployment of new technologies like AI applications.
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Introduction

FPGA accelerators provide high performance, high throughput and predictable time delay with higher design flexibility and relatively low power consumption. FPGA as a service allows applying a new paradigm for addressing issues related to redundancy and parallelization when creating complex safety-critical components, thereby making the transition to the new phase of development of service systems that enhance the reliability of cloud technologies [1].

FPGA-oriented systems are one of the priority areas for development of modern cloud technologies, which, in fact, determines the technology for efficient acceleration of dedicated tasks.

But FPGA resources can support restricted number of kernels running in parallel, every single kernel can run several DPUs (Data Processing Unit) in parallel as well, and multiple FPGA accelerator cards are connected within a single host computer. Communication with kernels adds the response delay due to the specifics of communication framework implementation [2]. Adding more DPUs allows saving time on communication with the host, but it may also decrease the final clock frequency (timings) of a project. But at the same time solving of same computational task with few FPGAs helps improving the total bandwidth.

To find the optimal numbers of DPUs in the kernel, number of kernels in a FPGA and a quantity of FPGAs within a host a developer needs to perform iterative experimental research to find out the results (system clock frequency and a response time) for different configurations.

To avoid this overhead the queuing theory can be used to evaluate the system. The model allows guaranteeing QoS by following one of the important its characteristics which is the response time.

The cloud system is modeled using Jackson's theorem [3], which can be used to determine and measure the QoS, based on the response time for services.

Response time is defined as a sum of latency and service time in a cloud and components’ delays.

The purpose of the study is to improve the performance of services built on top of multiple FPGA platforms known as FPGA-as-a-Service (FaaS).
To achieve the goal, the following tasks are going to be performed: to analyze the delays in communications between host computer and FPGA, to propose steps to reduce the delay and to perform the evaluation of the response time for the FPGA-based accelerator depending on cards used and consider the reliability aspect of such systems.

1. Analysis of use of Queueing Theory for building FaaS platform

Many modern FPGA accelerating cards can be considered as a reconfigurable platform for different purposes. Users have an opportunity to implement their own design along with making changes in a predefined project architecture of existing FPGA cores according to the requirements to achieve greater performance compared with products based on fixed architectures [1, 4].

Providing FPGA resources allows users to allocate an entire FPGA silicon chip for their projects and implement a hardware architecture (platform) according to the business needs. Also, it is possible to allocate a host machine to a user with a set of connected FPGA-boards.

These FPGA accelerating cards allocated remotely and connected to the server using various interfaces. Service-oriented software is used along with the built-in system for processing/controlling the process of loading data and firmware to configure programmable logic [2].

A user interacts with a server to share and collect data; a user can provide a configuration file of a bitstream (firmware) for the programmable device. When managing remote operations with an FPGA board, one must consider distributed access, which consists of setting up permissions as well as setting up and organizing a queue [4].

To initiate interaction with FaaS, clients send requests to rent dedicated resources starting from hardware ones – FPGA boards, RAMs, CPU cores etc. to appropriate software applications and tools. The FaaS platform allocates resources in accordance with client’s needs. The development process is based on modern software development strategy involving CI/CD (Continuous Integration/Continuous Delivery) pipelines [4].

To deploy the FaaS infrastructure, one can use the containerization technology, where each software component is installed in a separate container, isolated from other applications, but executed within the same hardware infrastructure [5].

The performance of cloud services can be modeled using response time metrics, throughput, and network usage [6, 7]. To analyze the quality of service in cloud computing systems in case of processing complex requests with multiple tasks and high system performance requirements, a queuing approach with the fork-join queuing system can be used [6].

The model of use of parallel blocks M/M/1/or the average response time was obtained in [7] only for the case of two M/M/1 systems operating in parallel, while in [8], various methods for approximating the average response time were obtained.

The response time distribution of the simulated system can be obtained based on the model [8]. The system model is expressed in an open M/M/m network, assuming an exponential density function for arrival and service times. Using the response time distribution, authors determined the optimal level of service and the relationship between the maximum number of tasks and the minimum number of resources (virtual machines). The response time is considered for both – the Queue waiting time and the Service time.

But at the same time one queue is not enough for modeling of servers. The response time of the system can be treated as the Jackson network. And performance of the server and the network are the significant parameters which are greatly influenced system response time.

The result of the analysis shows that there are examples of modeling of architecture and implementation of a cloud PaaS systems. Similar approach can be applied for FaaS. The optimizing of the location [9] of service-oriented cloud applications based on the Virtual Machine (VM) should be also taken into account [10].

The performed analysis showed that queuing theory is widely used for building models of different service which are used for the evaluation of multiple QoS metrics. Considering FaaS uses the same principle and way of providing service it was suggested to use queuing theory (QT) for its modeling.

2. QoS model of FaaS

The process of request processing in FaaS can be represented as queue that consists of several service units that are service channels. The channel is ready to receive the request. The random nature of requests and the service time leads to the fact that an excessively large number of requests can be accumulated at the input of the queue. They either queue or leave the system unattended, while in other periods, the queue works with underload or stands idle.

Due to the possible increase in the duration of servicing of request, a significant number of subqueries may accumulate in the synchronization buffer, exceeding the allowable volume, which may lead to failures, or decrease the quality of the services provided.

It’s offered to apply a queuing system that represents Jackson’s open network for modeling the work of FaaS system.

Let consider an open queue network with K nodes satisfying the following conditions:
- each node corresponds to an M/M/n queuing system. The k node has $n_k$ serving devices;
- clients arrive from the external environment to k node according to the Poisson process with $\lambda_k$ intensity. Requests can also come from other nodes to k node;
- a client can visit the same node several times. The network has a single IS entry point (Inbound Server). The server acts as a load balancing device, which redirects user requests to the processing server, where $i = 1 \ldots m$, namely the nodes of the processing server. The load balancer is modeled by the M/M/1 queue, with the arrival and service rates modeled exponentially with parameters $\lambda$ and $L$, where $\lambda < L$. The processing server is modeled as an M/M/m queuing system. It has a service speed that is equal to $\mu$; it is $\mu = \mu_i$, $i = 1 \ldots m$.

OS is a cloud architecture output server that transmits response data back to client who made request. CS is a client-server. It sends exponentially distributed queries with the $\lambda$ parameter to the incoming IS server. It also receives responses from cloud architecture. CS receives files or fragments of files until the request is completely satisfied. Both the OS and CS are also modeled by the M/M/1 queue.

Connecting servers with exponential receipt and distribution of services are independent of each other distribution [111]. Therefore, this is a power distribution for clients leaving the server.

Based on Jackson's theorem for calculating the overall average arrival rate, we must summarize the response time from outside the system and the response time of the internal nodes. Using Jackson’s theorem, we obtain $\gamma$ the rate of arrival of the exponential distribution at both nodes, $\gamma = \frac{\lambda}{(1 - \tau)}$.

The response time (T) of cloud architecture is determined by the following formula:

$$T = T_{IS} + T_{PS} + T_{OS} + T_{CS}.$$  \hfill (1)

Let us consider each term of this equation.

$T_{IS}$ defines the response time of the input server (IS), which acts as a load-balancing device. The input server is modeled as the M/M/1 queue. Thus, the formula for obtaining the queue model for the cloud system is the response time for the M/M/1 queue:

$$T_{IS} = \frac{1}{\frac{L}{1 - \frac{\lambda}{L}}} = \frac{1}{\frac{\lambda}{L}}.$$  \hfill (2)

where $\lambda$ is the arrival rate, and $L$ is the input server service speed.

TPS represents the response time of process service nodes that actually process user requests. Process service nodes are modeled as M/M/M queue. The response time of the queue is determined by the formula:

$$T_{PS} = \frac{1}{\mu} \frac{C(m, \rho)}{m!} - \gamma.$$  \hfill (3)

where $m$ is the number of processing elements, and $\gamma$ and $\mu = \mu_i$, $i = 1 \ldots m$, are the arrival and service rates of each processing element.

A key point of Jackson's theorem is as follows: each node can be considered independently of all other nodes, and state probabilities can be calculated using the Erlang formula. This greatly simplifies the calculation of state-space probabilities.

The term $C(m, \rho)$ represents the Erlang formula, which gives the probability of a new client joining M/M/m queue. The Erlang formula is defined as:

$$C(m, \rho) = \frac{(mp)^m}{m!} \frac{1}{1 - \rho}.$$  \hfill (4)

where $\rho = \frac{\gamma}{\mu}$.

$T_{OS}$ represents the response time of the output server (OS), which transfers data back to a client; its operation is modeled as an M/M/1 queue. The service speed of this node is defined as O/F, where O is the average bandwidth speed (in bytes per second) of the OS, and F is the average size of the system response files. Its response time is determined by the formula:

$$T_{OS} = \frac{F}{1 - \frac{O}{(F)}}.$$  \hfill (5)

$$T_{OS} = \frac{F}{O + \gamma F}.$$  \hfill (6)

TCS is the response time of the client-server (CS) that receives the data; its operation is modeled as an M/M/1 queue.

The service speed, in this case, is defined as C/F, where C is the average bandwidth rate of the client-server in bytes per second. Like in $T_{OS}$, F is the average size of the system response files in bytes. The response time is defined as:

$$T_{CS} = \frac{F}{C - \gamma F}.$$  \hfill (7)

The performance of cloud systems must be adapted to the needs of the area to which they are applied.
3. FaaS: proposed steps to reduce data processing delays

The delay of the FPGA-based service includes the delays of its parts. The projects implemented with XRT framework show the delay during launch the kernel. It is based on the way of communication of the kernel with the host application. This communication process is required to pass the data and parameters to the kernel that implements the functions that should be accelerated using FPGA.

Depending on the duration of one kernel iteration the percentage of communication phase from overall kernel execution time can be different. The longer duration of the computation the less contribution of communication to the total kernel running time. Normally this duration is no longer few second. This is based on the nature of system level implementation of the communication with FPGA accelerator card [12].

But Xilinx provides different modes of communication with XRT-managed kernels [13]. It is possible to use the pipelined mode of communication to reduce the impact of enquiring delay in total execution time. But it requires the efforts from the developer.

To reduce the time of computations or running the kernel it is necessary to improve the performance of the FPGA implementation. This parameter depends on the kernel clock frequency that can be assigned as v++ parameter of the project in Vitis [14].

But the final frequency of clk after the compilation depends on the optimization of the project and can be less then specified value.

To improve the timing parameters of FPGA project it is recommended to follow Timing Closure technique [15].

The proposed model of FaaS response time can be used to evaluate the delays in the service implementation to optimize request enquiring and processing.

Considering the results of the delay evaluation in FaaS components the following steps could be applied to improve the timings:

1) increase the size of dataset (batch) for a single data processing iteration to reduce the number of kernel lunches that is one of the most time-consuming operations;

2) use Pipelined Execution Model instead of Sequential Execution Model as XRT Controlled Kernel Execution Model;

3) follow Timing Closure as a basic recommendation of Xilinx (also provided in UG949) to improve the final project clock frequency and as a result the total performance;

4) use more FPGA accelerator cards in parallel for same host-application to distribute data processing and divide the enquiring delay.

4. FaaS response time evaluation

Throughput in data processing is one of the important indicators for the end user of the service. Also, the response time of an individual service element or set of services is important.

The ability to estimate response latency indicators for a service and throughput indicators allows to predict the operation of such a system depending on the intensity of requests. Such assessment allows to detect bottlenecks in advance and to use this information when building or optimizing such a service.

The proposed FaaS model allows to carry out such evaluation with the assignment of the actual values of the parameters of individual components of the service.

The architecture deployed for this test case consisted of servers created both using virtual and host machines containing an inbound server (IS), as well as output server (OS) and client-server (CS). Virtual machines were provided by VMAccel with the same U50 cards as installed at the host machine.

According to the simulation results, the most significant improvement was obtained in the transition from one to two virtual machines (fig. 1 and fig. 2). Adding of one server allows to obtain faster response.
5. Discussion

This study considers the FPGA-as-a-Service in which FPGA resources are provided through a set of hardware/software toolset. The use of the proposed approach for modeling services based on FPGA allows describing the processes of processing requests in such systems at the level of the mathematical apparatus. This allows you to find bottlenecks and influence the final throughput of FPGA-based services.

It is shown that the total delay in the implementation of such systems is the sum of two delay factors inside the chip, the delay in the process of communication between individual cores and the host computer, the total delay in the server rack with a set of accelerator cards, and the additional delay introduced by network.

The proposed sequence of steps to reduce overall latency and increase system throughput results allows the predictable reduction of latency at both: the chip and the host levels.

These steps also include the process of increasing the frequency of system clocking by optimizing the design itself inside the accelerator. This is important for implementation of resource-intensive AI applications based on different kinds of neural networks [16, 17].

Conclusions

The concept of developing cloud services using FPGA-based systems has been described and discussed to improve their productivity. The performed analysis showed that FPGA implementation of acceleration for the dedicated task ensured better performance than CPU and even GPU implementations with less power consumption.

The analysis showed that the process of programming the FPGA solutions with accelerator cards adds the delays caused by different reasons, including the delay of data transferring between kernel and host computer, limited clock frequency of FPGA project and fixed number of cards running in parallel.

To improve the timing of FaaS implementations it was proposed to evaluate it using modeling. It was proposed to use models based on the queueing theory. They allow describe analytically the process of functioning of FPGA as a service.

Different parameters of service organization were analyzed including the speed and number of requests from users, speed of server maintenance and internal service performance.

Based on the proposed model the evaluation of response time of FaaS was done to determine possibilities of improving productivity. It was showed the difference of the response time and internal delays for different number of installed FPGA accelerator cards.
To improve the timing of FPGA-based services it was proposed to use the set of optimization steps that can be applied for both: system at the development stage and for existing projects that allow modification and optimization.

The proposed steps include increase the size of data blocks for processing in FPGA by each kernels, change the communication model with kernel from sequential to pipelined, following timing closure technique and use more FPGA accelerator cards in parallel to divide the enquiring delay.

The model for designing cloud computing architectures for FaaS is the main contribution of the research. We consider the possibility of using the elements of the queuing theory for analyzing performance and reliability of the FaaS and FPGA technology. The queuing theory and Jackson’s networks chosen to evaluate performance in terms of response time to allow formulating recommendations to improve technical characteristics.

The methodology for calculating the performance parameters of cloud services proposed in the article can be used to simplify the search of the bottlenecks in the implementation of the service. It helps to improve the reliability of such systems.

It helps to improve the performance of the system by means of reducing the delays at different stages of requests processing. Another side of this result is the reliability aspect that is based on modified manner of service operation in case of use the proposed steps of system optimization. It helps to improve the processing of requests to FaaS. The proposed method is the next step after prototyping of such systems because it helps to turn the FaaS from the object for development to the tool for deployment of new technologies like AI applications.

The contribution of the research is that this is a step forward to the modeling of FPGA-based services that can be used for FPGA-based AI applications. The development of this methodological and technological basis is the direction of further research and development.
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